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The Ancestor’
Ancestor’s Tale
An exploration of our ancestors…the past 3.5 billion years
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The tenets of evolutionary theory
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More are born than can
possibly survive – the
Malthusian imperative.
Random mutations
sometimes produce adaptive
survival traits – eg a beak
that is better able to crack
seeds. These are passed on
in a higher proportion than
nonadaptive characters.
Adaptation under
segregation – eg islands,
mountain ridges – produces
mutually infertile groups –
new species.
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Seeking our nearest common ancestor…








Every two species has at least one
common ancestor.
We are not descended from the apes; we
are just different kinds of apes. We and
other primates such as snow monkeys
(right) are both descended from another
kind of primate. We and chimps, we and
birds, each share a single “nearest
common ancestor.”
Every form of life, present and past,
evolved from common ancestors, all the
way back to the first form of bacterial life,
3.5-4 billion years ago.
This is known because every known form
of life shares the same genetic language,
DNA, with only 4 “letters” (the bases A, C,
G, T), from which is constructed the
instruction set (genetic code) for the
assembly of our bodies.
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The theme: who were our “most recent common ancestors?”
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Phylogenetic trees, illustrated here by
Darwin’s original sketch, reveal
evolutionary histories: each "fork in the
road," or branching point, indicates a
common ancestor splitting into two
descendants.
The fewer branching points there are
between any two species, the more closely
they are related—a feature that has great
predictive value. Example: a botanist who
discovers a useful pharmacological
property in one plant species might
investigate "sister" species for similar
properties.
Cladistics is the science of refining this
“tree of life” using the tools of paleontology,
geology and genetics.
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The Tools:
Fossils, Rocks and DNA






Scientists employ shared anatomical
features to determine evolutionary
relationships. Fossils, along with half-life
rock dating, help determine the timing of
anatomical changes.
More recently, they have learned that the
history of evolution is also recorded in
DNA, the set of instructions for building
bodies encoded in all living cells. When
plants and animals reproduce, they pass
copies of their DNA on to their offspring.
Over time, the DNA of a species changes,
usually as a result of copying errors
(mutations). Scientists can compare DNA
to help discover evolutionary linkages: in
general, the greater the difference in DNA
between two species, the more time must
have passed since the two groups were
one, since they diverged from a common
ancestor.
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You old fossil
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Fossils – shapes imprinted in
rocks – tell stories of ancient
organisms’ structures. Taken in
the context of rocks and
chemicals, we can learn their
ecology and adaptations.
The earliest bacterial fossils date
back to 3.5 billion years ago.
The famous fossil at right is
Archaeopteryx, whose discovery
helped us to learn that birds are
descended from the dinosaurs.
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Dating a rock star










Successive layers have long been distinguished by their
fossils, but today’s geologists use half-life dating.
Many elements, such as carbon and hydrogen, have
radioactive (decaying) variants called isotopes. The decay
converts them into another isotope or element. The probable
time for half of a given quantity of such an isotope to convert
is its half life.
Different isotopes have vastly different half lives – and this is
what enables dating, For example:
Half of

Decays to

in

Carbon 14

Nitrogen 14

5,730 years

Potassium 40

Argon 40

1.3b years

Uranium 236

Lead 206

4.5b years

Example: if there is 2x as much argon
40 as potassium 40, the rock crystal is
2.6 billion years old.
How old is the coelacanth?
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Ar40:K40=0.25:1

Sedimentary
Sedimentary

Volcanic
Ar40:K40=0.3:1
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Answer: between 325 and 390 mya

The Double Helix
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The history of our evolution is recorded in
each person’s DNA. Our unique human
DNA “instruction set” is like a computer
program employing a limited set of
subroutines in a programming language
common to all known forms of life.
The 4 “letters” spell 64 “words” (codons). A
“sentence” of codons specifying a particular
protein molecule is called a gene.
Each human cell contains about 30,000
genes. Most strings of our DNA are
meaningless or unused, like early drafts of a
program on a cluttered hard disk.
These useful subroutines and early
versions, which we have in common with
most other living organisms, record the story
of our kinship and evolution.
The DNA instruction set has been passed
on, with minor random changes, from
generation to generation, for almost four
billion years.

“Everything about a plant or animal,
including its bodily form, its inherited
behavior, and the chemistry of its cells, is a
coded message about the worlds in which
its ancestors survived; the food they sought;
the predators they escaped; the climates
they endured; the mates they beguiled.
The message is ultimately scripted in the
DNA that fell through the succession of
sieves that is natural selection.” (Dawkins)
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Details

Each species experiences one base
change per 25 million years
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From DNA to a phylogram








Organisms’ “characters”
including DNA similarities
help form groupings – but
which groupings to avert
superfluous matches?
The goal is to describe
evolutionary paths.
Among other methods,
Bayesian maximum
likelihood analysis seem to
work well.
Much debate prevails –
especially as to how to
organize the early groups.
Source: AMNH
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Of Rats and Men
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Let’s start our journey, and meet the first humans
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Mitochondrial
DNA is a section
of DNA so tightly
bound that it
travels through
history as a single
unit
mDNA, carried
exclusively
through the
female line, lets
us trace the most
recent female
ancestor of all
living humans.
Other DNA
groups, too, help
tell the Ancestor’s
Tale

Out of Africa,
again and again

Mitochondrial Eve, 140,000ya

Homo erectus, 1.7mya
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Out of Africa,
again and again

We meet people we’ll never meet
Neanderthal man is
closely related to
our species, Homo
sapiens.
But fossil evidence
finds no trace of
any of their
descendents, and
newly discovered
Neanderthal mDNA
strings are quite
distinct from those
of all surviving
humans.





Homo sapiens
Homo
neanderthalis

☺ mEve

HumanNeanderthal
common
ancestor, 0.5mya
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Others whom we’ll meet on the voyage back into time
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African apemen
Chimpanzees 63 mya
The great
Gorillas
Cretaceous
Orang utans catastrophe
Gibbons
Old world
monkeys
Transition to
New world
primates
monkeys
Tarsiers
Lemurs
17
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Whom we’ll meet on the voyage back into time








Tree shrews
Rodents
Laurasiatheres
Xenarthrans 180 mya
Afrotheres
Marsupials
Monotremes
Transition to
mammals
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Whom we’ll meet on the voyage back into time








Sauropsids
Amphibians
Lungfish
Coelacanths
Ray-finned fish
Sharks
Lampreys
530 mya
Transition to
vertebrates
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Whom we’ll meet on the voyage back into time








Lancelets
Sea squirts
Ambulacrarians
Protostomes
Cnidarians
Placozoans
Sponges
Transition to
multicellular
animals

800 mya
Ian H Giddy
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Whom we’ll meet on the voyage back into time









Choanoflagellates
DRIPs
Fungi
Amoebazoans
Plants
Uncertain clades
Archaea
Eubacteria
Transition to eukaryotes
(nucleated cellular
organisms)
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Bonobos













African apeChimpanzees
Chimpanzeesand
andbonobos
bonobosare
are
quite
men
quiteunlike
unlikeinintheir
theirbehavior.
behavior.Yet
Yet
they
have
a
common
ancestor,
they have a common ancestor,and
and
Most
Recent
together
they
share
a
and
Bonobos
Chimpanzees
together they share a Most Recent
Common
Ancestor
with
us.
Common Ancestor with us.
Gorillas
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about66mya
mya
MRCA
MRCAplace:
place:Africa
Africa
Orang utans
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeaachimpanzee;
chimpanzee;
hairy;
Gibbons
hairy;walked
walkedon
onhands
hands
Old world
Hominids
Chimpanzees
Bonobos
monkeys
(us)
New world
monkeys
Tarsiers
MRCA
Lemurs
(Most recent common ancestor)
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the New World Monkeys













African apemen
Chimpanzees
Gorillas
Orang utans
Gibbons
Old world
monkeys
New world
monkeys
Tarsiers
Lemurs

New
Newworld
worldmonkeys,
monkeys,with
withflat
flatnoses,
noses,are
aredescended
descended
from
fromAfricans
Africans––they
theyprobably
probablyrafted
raftedto
toSouth
South
America.
America.They
Theyhave
haveprehensile
prehensiletails,
tails,and
andlike
likemost
most
mammals,
mammals,they
theyare
arecolorblind
colorblind(dichromatic).
(dichromatic).Apes
Apes
and
old
world
monkeys
rediscovered
color
and old world monkeys rediscovered color
(trichromatic),
and
so
did
howler
monkeys,
but
(trichromatic), and so did howler monkeys, butininaa
completely
completelydifferent
differentway.
way.
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about40
40mya
mya
MRCA
MRCAplace:
place:Africa
Africa
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeaamonkey;
monkey;dichromatic
dichromatic
Apes(us)

Tamarins
Night owls
Tatis
Howlers & spiders

MRCA
Ian H Giddy
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Lemurs













African apemen
Chimpanzees
Gorillas
Orang utans
Gibbons
Old world
monkeys
New world
monkeys
Tarsiers
Lemurs

Lemurs and tenrecs found their way to Madagascar
after it drifted away from Africa (165 mya) and India
(88 mya). Free from apes’ competition, they evolved
separately. Unique and diverse, Madagascar’s fauna
face severe threat of extinction.
MRCA date: about 63 mya
MRCA place: Africa
MRCA features: like a shrew

Primates
(us)

Bushbabies
Tenrecs
Lemurs

MRCA

Great Cretaceous extinction
Ian H Giddy
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Dinosaurs rule the day

Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Hippos








Tree shrews
Rodents
Laurasiatheres
Xenarthrans
Afrotheres
Marsupials
Monotremes

This
Thisdiverse
diversegroup
group––the
theanimals
animalsof
ofthe
thegreat
great
northern
northerncontinent,
continent,Laurasia
Laurasia––includes
includesdogs,
dogs,cats,
cats,
horses,
pigs
and
hippos.
About
50
Mya,
horses, pigs and hippos. About 50 Mya,DNA
DNA
suggests,
hippos
waddled
into
the
sea
and
became
suggests, hippos waddled into the sea and became
whales
whales––their
theirclosest
closestrelatives.
relatives.
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about85
85mya
mya
MRCA
MRCAplace:
place:Laurasia
Laurasia
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeshrews
shrews

Other
mammals (us)

Pangolins
Cats & dogs
Horses & tapirs
Camels, hippos & whales
Bats & shrews

MRCA
Ian H Giddy
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Laurasia and Gondwana




About 200 million years ago,
the supercontinent Pangaea
started to split into Laurasia
and Gondwana.
Gondwana began to break up
in the late Jurassic (about 160
mya) when Africa became
separated and began to drift
slowly northwards.

Ian H Giddy
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Dinosaurs rule the day

Pilgrims’ stories: joining the DuckDuck-Billed Platypus








Tree shrews
Rodents
Laurasiatheres
Xenarthrans
Afrotheres
Marsupials
Monotremes
Transition to mammals

The
Theplatypus
platypusisisaamammal
mammalbecause
becauseititfeeds
feedsmilk
milkto
to
its
itsyoung,
young,but
butitithas
hasreptile
reptilefeatures
featuressuch
suchas
aslaying
laying
eggs.
eggs.Its
Itsmost
mostamazing
amazingquality
qualitylies
liesininits
itsbill:
bill:itit
searches
searchesmuddy
muddypools
poolsfor
forprey
preywith
withits
itseyes,
eyes,ears
ears
and
andnose
noseclosed,
closed,using
usingonly
onlyitsitsbill
billto
todetect
detect
electrical
fields
of
nearby
invertebrates.
electrical fields of nearby invertebrates.
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about180
180mya
mya
MRCA
place:
Pangaea
MRCA place: Pangaea
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeaarodent
rodent
All other
mammals
(us)

Echidnas
Platypus

MRCA

Ian H Giddy
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Coelacanths








Sauropsids
Amphibians
Lungfish
Coelacanths
Ray-finned fish
Sharks
Lampreys

The
Thecoelacanth
coelacanthisisaaliving
livingfossil,
fossil,long
longknown
knownonly
only
from
fromancient
ancientfossils,
fossils,but
butthen
thenfound
foundalive
aliveoff
offthe
the
coast
coastof
ofSouth
SouthAfrica.
Africa.The
Theliving
livingcoelacanth
coelacanthexhibits
exhibits
about
about80
80million
millionyears
yearsof
ofmorphological
morphologicalstasis!
stasis!
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about425
425mya
mya
MRCA
MRCAplace:
place:coastal
coastaloceans
oceans
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeaaray-finned
ray-finnedfish
fish
All other
vertebrates
(us)

Coelacanth

Transition to vertebrates

MRCA
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We’ve joined all the vertebrates –
together forming a “clade
“clade””

They stuck me
with the
quadrupeds?

http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/0_0_0/evo_01
Answer: snakes have vestigious legs

Ian H Giddy
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Insects








Lancelets
Sea squirts
Ambulacrarians
Protostomes
Cnidarians
Placozoans
Sponges

This
Thisisisaahuge
hugeand
andfundamental
fundamentalreunion,
reunion,bringing
bringingus
us
“deuteromes”
“deuteromes”together
togetherwith
withthe
thevast
vastclass
classof
ofworms,
worms,
snails,
snails,insects
insectsand
andother
otherarthropods,
arthropods,molluscs
molluscsand
and
other
other“mouth
“mouthfirst”
first”creatures
creaturesthat
thatmake
makeup
upmost
mostof
of
the
theearth’s
earth’sknown
knownspecies.
species.
MRCA
MRCAdate:
date:about
about590
590mya
mya
MRCA
place:
Oceans
MRCA place: Oceans
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:like
likeaaworm
worm

Deuteromes
(us)

Arthropods
Flatworms
Etc, etc

Transition to
multicellular animals

MRCA
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How did eyes evolve?
Answer: eyes eveolved independently many times

Most bugs sport what are known as compound eyes, made up of hundreds-and sometimes thousands--of lenses that each sample an individual point in
the visual field. Strepsiptera (a “twisted wing” parasite), however, have fewer
and larger lenses, dubbed eyelets, clustered on either side of their head.
Researchers have found that each eyelet is able to resolve several thousand
points in the bug's-eye view. (Science, November 1999)
Ian H Giddy
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What remains to be discovered – a lot!








Lancelets
Sea squirts
Ambulacrarians
Protostomes
Cnidarians
Placozoans
Sponges
Transition to
multicellular animals

These
Theseare
arethe
thesimplest
simplestof
ofall
allknown
knownanimals.
animals.Little
Littleisis
known
knownabout
aboutthem
thembecause
becausethey
theyhave
havenever
neverbeen
been
observed
observedinintheir
theirnatural
naturalhabitat.
habitat.No
Noone
oneknows
knowswhat
what
substrate
they
live
on
or
what
they
eat
in
nature.
substrate they live on or what they eat in nature.ItItisis
even
unknown
whether
or
not
they
reproduce
sexually
even unknown whether or not they reproduce sexually
like
likemost
mostanimals.
animals.They
Theywere
werediscovered
discoveredininthe
thelate
late
1880's
1880'sliving
livingon
onthe
theglass
glasswalls
wallsof
ofan
anaquarium
aquariumininaa
European
Europeanlaboratory.
laboratory.Since
Sincethen,
then,most
mostof
ofwhat
whathas
has
been
beenlearned
learnedabout
abouttheir
theirbiology
biologyhas
hascome
comefrom
from
studying
studyingcultures
culturesof
ofthem
themkept
keptalive
aliveininvarious
various
laboratories
laboratoriesaround
aroundthe
theworld.
world.Placozoans
Placozoanscan
canmove
moveinin
two
ways,
by
gliding
on
their
cilia
and
by
two ways, by gliding on their cilia and bychanging
changing
their
theirshape
shapelike
likean
anamoeba.
amoeba.
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Pilgrims’ stories: joining the Plants, and more









Choanoflagellates
DRIPs
Fungi
Amoebazoans
Plants
Uncertain clades
Archaea
Eubacteria

This
Thisgreat
greatgroup
groupdiffers
differsfrom
frommost
mostanimals
animalsininthat
that
palnts
palntsdon’t
don’tmove;
move;animals
animalsdo.
do.Plants
Plantsare
areadapted
adapted
to
togathering
gatheringenergy
energythrough
throughphotosynthesis;
photosynthesis;animals
animals
get
gettheir
theirenergy
energyfrom
fromplants.
plants.The
Thegroup
groupincludes
includes
5,000
5,000species
speciesof
ofred
redalgae,
algae,30,000
30,000of
ofgreen
greenplants,
plants,
and
andaafew
fewothers.
others.
MRCA
date:
1-1.6
bya
MRCA date: 1-1.6 bya
MRCA
MRCAplace:
place:Oceans
Oceans
MRCA
MRCAfeatures:
features:Multicellular
Multicellularorganism
organism
Animals?
(us)

Red algae
Green plants

MRCA

Ian H Giddy
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Pilgrims’ stories: the ancestors









Choanoflagellates
DRIPs
Fungi
Amoebazoans
Plants
Uncertain clades
Archaea
Eubacteria

16

The Pompeii Worm: a 10-centimeter (4-in.)
creature from a vent west of Costa Rica is the
extreme of the "extremophiles" discovered thus
far among higher-order animals: its head basks
in water averaging 22°C (72°F) while its tail
withstands temperatures as hot as 80°C (176°F).

Most experts believe the
Archeans and the Eubacteria
are sister groups to us Eukarotes.

Ian H Giddy
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The Final Question
We humans have spent most
of our evolutionary lives as
(pick one):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ian H Giddy

Monkeys
Shrews
Fish
Amoebas
Archaeans
Bacteria
None of the above

Answer: quite possibly, RNA
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Quite possibly, “None of the above.”
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The Final Irony: It’s a DNA World
One view of evolution is that it is
not organisms, but DNA, that
form the proper unit of study.
Humans are temporary
vessels containing a mix of
evolved genes from different
sources. As Dawkins puts it:
An itinerant selfish gene
Said “Bodies aplenty I’ve seen.
You think you’re so clever
But I’ll live forever
You’re just a survival machine.”

Ian H Giddy
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There is grandeur in this view of life,
with its several powers,
having been originally breathed
into a few forms or into one;
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on
according to the fixed law of gravity,
from so simple a beginning
endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful
have been, and are being, evolved.

What evolved first? What is the
origin of life? Dawkins’ answer is
“something that has heredity.”
The origin of life was the origin
of true heredity – replicators
that produce non-random but
varied copies of themselves.
Once this happens, Darwinian
evolution takes over, and the
result is us.
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Further exploration
Richard Dawkins, The Ancestor’s Tale
Matt Ridley, Genome
Richard Fortey, Life
Ian Giddy
ian@cloudbridge.org
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